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Abstract

In this paper we report our research on building WebSail � an intelligent web search engine that is able to

perform real�time adaptive learning� WebSail learns from the user�s relevance feedback� so that it is able to

speed up its search process and to enhance its search performance� We design an e�cient adaptive learning

algorithm TW� to search for web documents� WebSail employs TW� together with an internal index

database and a real�time meta�searcher to perform real�time adaptive learning to �nd desired documents

with as little relevance feedback from the user as possible� The architecture and performance of WebSail

are also discussed�
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� Introduction

In this paper� we investigate the applicability of adaptive learning algorithms to web search� We design a

tailored version TW� of the well�known algorithmWinnow� �
� for the particular purpose of web search� We

have implemented a real�time adaptive web search learner WebSail �d with TW� as its learning component�

WebSail learns from the user�s relevance feedback and helps the user to search for the desired documents

with as little relevance feedback as possible� WebSail has been implemented on a Sun Ultra one workstation

with storage of �� Giga�bytes hard disk on an IBM R���� workstation� It has an internal index database

of about ������� documents and a meta�search component through AltaVista �a� Each document in the

internal database is indexed using about ��� keywords� When the user performs a search process� WebSail

�rst searches its internal database� If no matches can be found for the query within the internal database�

then it turns to its meta�search component to receive the matched documents through AltaVista �a and then

performs the learning process locally� There have been considerable e�orts applying machine learning to web

search related applications� for example� scienti�c article locating and user pro�ling ��� �� and collaborative

�ltering �

� 
� Our work related to this paper can be found in ��� �� ��

The rest of the paper is organized as follows� In section �� we examine the property of web document

indexing and design the learning algorithm TW� for web search� In section �� we discuss practical issues

such as document ranking and equivalence query simulation regarding the actual employment of TW� as

a learning component in WebSail �d� We also discuss the architecture and performance of WebSail� We

conclude the paper in section ��

� The Algorithm TW�

When a set of n binary�valued index terms �or keywords� T�� � � � � Tn are used to index web documents� a

document is represented as a vector in the n�dimensional binary vector space f�� 
gn� Given any document

d� let vd�x�� � � � � xn� denote its vector representation� where for i � 
� � � � � n� xi is a binary�valued variable

for the index term Ti� If xi � 
 in the vector vd� then the document d has the index term Ti� otherwise d

does not� De�ne

MD�xi� � � � � � xis  � fdjvd�x�� � � � � xn� �� xi� � � � � � xisg�

MD�k� � fMD�xi� � � � � � xis j
 � s � kg�

In other words� MD�xi� � � � � � xis  is a collection of documents whose vectors satisfy the monotone disjunction

of xi� � � � � � xis � and MD�k� is the class of all collections of documents represented by monotone disjunctions

of at most k relevant index terms� Many theoretically e�cient algorithms exist for learning disjunctions

of at most k relevant index terms� But few are applicable to web search� because a user may have no

patience to try� say� more than 
� iterations of learning� The challenging question for us is whether we can

design an e�cient learning algorithm that can yield signi�cant search precision increase with about four to

�



�ve iterations of learning from the user�s relevance feedback� Moreover� the algorithm must be practically

e�cient to process its learning tasks�

De�nition ���� Given any index term x and any document d� x is said to be an index term for the

document d if d has x� or in other words� the corresponding component of the index term x in the document

vector vd is 
�

Although a huge collection of index terms � in the simplest case� keywords� are needed and used to index

web documents� for each particular document d� the number of its index terms is relatively small� One can

easily note that a web hypertext document may have several hundreds of distinct keywords� while a good

dictionary may have over 
������ words� One may argue that there are long documents� This is certainly

true� But as far as indexing is concerned� not all words in a long document are needed to index it� Instead�

a small portion of the words may be used� To the end� indexing is closely related to classi�cation� The

depth of the Yahoo� �b classi�cation tree is about ��� Also for the e�ciency consideration of web crawling�

normally only the �rst few kilobytes of a document is extracted� when it is long�

When the user queries a search engine� the engine �nds the matched documents� ranks them and returns

the top ranked ones to the user� Various strategies have been studied for document ranking to move the

most relevant documents to the top and the least relevant to the bottom� for example� the four di�erent

ranking methods in �
� and PageRank in �� which is the key ranking method for Google �c� A learning

algorithm for web search should be constructed to take advantage of the existing ranking mechanisms� More

precisely� when the user queries a search engine� the learning algorithm should use the list returned by the

search engine as its initial search space� it then uses relevance feedback from the user to e�ectively propagate

the user�s preference within the initial list of documents returned and other documents in the database as

well� Because the user is really interested in a short list of the top matched �or relevant� documents� the

learning algorithm should at the beginning pay more attention to the propagation of the in�uence of the

relevant documents judged by the user�

We introduce TW�� a tailored version of Winnow�� to exploit the particular nature of web search�

As in Winnow�� TW� maintains non�negative real�valued weights w�� � � � � wn for index terms T�� � � � � Tn�

respectively� It also maintains a real�valued threshold �� TW� classi�es a document d with its document

vector vd � �x�� � � � � xn� as relevant if

w�x� � � � �� wnxn � ��

and irrelevant otherwise� TW� also uses the value w�x� � � � � � wnxn to rank the document d� In contrast

to the fact that Winnow� sets all initial weights to 
� TW� sets all initial weights to � and has a di�erent

promotion process accordingly� Another substantial di�erence between TW� and and Winnow� is that

TW� accepts document examples that may not contradict to its current classi�cation to promote or demote

its weight vector� One must notice that Winnow� only accepts examples that contradict to its current

classi�cation to perform promotion or demotion� The rationale behind setting all the initial weights to

� is to focus attention on the propagation of the in�uence of the relevant documents� and use irrelevant

documents to adjust the focused search space� Moreover� this approach is realistic because existing e�ective
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document ranking mechanisms can be coupled with the learning process as discussed in next section�

Algorithm TW��w�� �� ��	

�i Inputs	

w� is the non�negative initial weight vector

� � � is the updating factor

� � � is the classi�cation threshold

�ii Set k � ��

�iii Classify and rank documents with wk and ��

�iv While �the user judged the relevance of a document d do f

for i � �� � � � � n� do f

�� wk � �w��k � � � � � wn�k�� vd � �x�� � � � � xn� ��

if �xi �� �� f

if �wik �� �� set wi�k�� � wi�k else set wi�k�� � � �� adjustment ��

if �d is relevant �� promotion ��

set wi�k�� � �wi�k��

else �� demotion ��

set wi�k�� �
wi�k��

�

g

g

g

�v If the user has not judged any document in the k�th step� then stop� Otherwise� let k � k � � and go

to step �iv�

�� The end of the algorithm TW� ��

At each iteration� if the user�s judgment of a document contradicts to the algorithm�s classi�cation� we

say that TW� makes a mistake� Let A denote the total number of distinct index terms of all the relevant

documents that have been judged by the user during the learning process� The following theoretical mistake

bounds are obtained for TW��

� To learn a collection of documents represented by a disjunction of at most k relevant index terms over

the n�dimensional binary vector space� TW� makes at most ��A

������ � ��� 
�k log� � � � mistakes�

� When on the average l out of k relevant index terms appear as index terms for any relevant document

judged by the user during the learning process� the bound in Theorem ��� is improved to ��A

������ �
�����k

l
log� � � � on the average�

As our work in ��� � indicated� TW� has substantially better worst�case performance than the popular

Rocchio�s similarity�based relevance feedback algorithm in learning disjunctions of a small number of relevant

index terms� and the multiplicative weight updating method can boost the usefulness of an index term

exponentially�
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� The WebSail

��� Document Ranking

Let w � �w�� � � � � wn� be the weight vector maintained by TW�� Let g be a ranking function independent

of TW�� We de�ne the ranking function f for TW� as follows	 For any web document d with vector

vd � �x�� � � � � xn��

f�d� � �d�g�d� � �d �
nX

i��

wixi�

g remains constant for each document d during the learning process of TW�� Various strategies can be used

to de�ne g� for example� PageRank ��� the classical tf�idf scheme� vector spread� or cited�based rankings �
��

The two additional tuning parameters are used to perform individual document promotions or demotions

of the documents that have been judged by the user as relevance feedback during the learning process of

TW�� Initially� let �d � � and �d � 
� �d and �d can be updated in the similar fashion as wi is updated by

TW��

��� Equivalence Query Simulation

WebSail uses the ranking function f to rank the documents classi�ed by TW� and returns the top R

relevant documents to the user as an approximation to the classi�cation made by TW�� The user can

examine documents in this short list� If she feels satisfactory with the result then she can end the search

process� Otherwise� she can judge some documents to TW� as relevance feedback� Because normally the

user is only interested in the top 
� to �� ranked documents� R can be tuned between 
� and ��� In order

to provide a better view of the classi�cation made by TW�� sometimes the system may give the user a

second list of R documents which are ranked below top R� One way for selecting documents in the second

list is to randomly select R documents ranked below top R� Another way is to select the bottom ranked R

documents�
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Figure �	 Interface of WebSail

��� The Architecture of WebSail

WebSail is a real�time adaptive web search learner we have designed and implemented on a Sun Ultra one

workstation with storage of �� Giga�bytes hard disk on an IBM R���� workstation� Our goal of the project

is to show that TW� not only works in theory but also works in practice� WebSail employs TW� as its

learning component and is able to help the user to search for the desired documents with as little relevance

feedback as possible� Its architecture is given in Figure 
� A demonstration version of WebSail is available

for interested readers to access via the url given at the end of the paper�

��� How WebSail Works

WebSail has an interface as shown in Figure � to allow the user to enter her query and to specify the number

of the top matched document urls to be returned� WebSail maintains an internal index database of about

������� documents� Each of those documents is indexed with about ��� keywords� It also has a meta�search

component to query AltaVista �a whenever needed� When the user enters a query and starts a search

process� WebSail �rst searches its internal index database� If no relevant documents can be found within

its database then it receives a list of top matched documents externally with the help of its meta�search

component� WebSail displays the search result to the user in a format as shown in Figure ��

Also as shown in Figure �� at each iteration we provide the top R �normally 
�� and the bottom R

ranked document urls� Each document url is preceded by two radio buttons for the user to indicate whether

the document is relevant to the search query or not�� The document urls are clickable for viewing the actual

document contents so that the user can judge whether a document is relevant or not more accurately� After

the user clicks a few radio buttons� she can click the feedback button to submit the feedback to TW��

WebSail has a function to parse out the feedback provided by the user when the feedback button is clicked�

Having received the feedback from the user� TW� updates its weight vector w and also performs individual

�The search process shown in Figures � and � was performed on January ��� ����� The query word is �colt� and the desired

web documents are those related to �computational learning theory	� After � iterations and 
 relevant and irrelevant documents

judged by the user as relevance feedback� all the colt related web documents among the initial ��� matched ones were moved

to the top �� positions�
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Figure �	 Initial Query Result for �Colt�

document promotions or demotions� It then re�ranks the documents and displays the top R and the bottom

R document urls to the user�

At each iteration� the dispatcher of WebSail parses query or relevance feedback information from the

interface and decides which of the following components should be invoked to continue the search process	

TW�� or Index Database Searcher� or Meta�Searcher� When meta�search is needed� Meta�Searcher is called

to query AltaVista �a to receive a list of the top matched documents� The Meta�Searcher has a parser and

an indexer that work in real�time to parse the received documents and to index each of them with at most

�� keywords� The received documents� once indexed� will also be cached in the index database� After this�

WebSail uses TW� and the ranking function f to process relevance feedback�

��� The Performance

The actual performance of WebSail is promising� We use the following relative Recall to measure the

performance of WebSail	 For any query q� the relative Recall is

RRecall�q� �
R��

R
�

where R is the total number of relevant documents among the list of m retrieved documents� and R�� is

the number of relevant documents ranked among the top �� positions in the �nal search result of the search

engine� We have selected 
�� queries to calculate the average relative Recall of WebSail� Each query is

represented by a collection of at most � keywords� For each query� we tested WebSail with the returning

document number m as ��� 
��� 
��� ���� respectively� For each test� we recorded the number of iterations

used and the number of documents judged by the user� The relative Recall was calculated based on manual

examination of the relevance of the returned documents� Our experiments reveal that WebSail achieves an

average of ���� relative Recall with an average of ���� iterations and an average of 
���� documents judged

as relevance feedback�
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Figure �	 Re�ned Result for �colt� after � Iterations and � Examples

� Concluding Remarks and Future Work

Designing practically e�ective web search algorithms is a challenging task� It calls for innovative methods

and strategies from many �elds including machine learning� However� few learning algorithms are ready to

be used in web search because of a number of realistic requirements� We feel that the fundamental question

about intelligent web search is whether one can design an adaptive learning to achieve signi�cant search

precision increase with about four to �ve iterations of learning from the user�s relevance feedback� We

have designed and implemented a real�time adaptive web search learner WebSail with TW� as its learning

component� WebSail shows that TW� indeed works e�ectively in practice�

In the future we plan to expand WebSail to work in the non�binary vector space� Algorithm TW� is not

suitable for learning in the non�binary vector space� We need to design new adaptive learning algorithms and

some progresses have been made in ��� Because web search users are usually reluctant to try many iterations

to search for the desired documents� real�time clustering techniques and index term learning techniques may

be coupled with TW� to reduce the number of iterations required for a web search process� In our recent

project Features �� the coupling of TW� with index term learning shows promising performance increase�
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